


Part Two: Mastery of Language (7pts)

1/ I match each word with its definition: (2pts)

a. Biodiversity                       * the number of different kinds of animals and plants.         

b. Rare                                   * No longer in existence, having died out.

c. Experiments                       *a scientific test which is done to discover something

d. Extinct                              * animal or plant existing in a very small number.

2/ I put the verbs in brackets (     ) in correct forms: (3pts)

A- Mr. Jack is a hunter, He (not to hunt) ……………………animals since 2016.

B- You (to write) already ……………. to John?

C- The teacher was explaining the lesson while she (to correct) …………..the 

activities.

3/  I mark the intonation of each question below:Rising (↑) or falling (↓)( 2pts)

A- Are there any litter bins in your school? ………..
B- How can litter be dangerous to wild life ? ………….
C- Must we save endangered animals ? ……………
D- Which animals are at risk of exitinction?...............

Part Three: Situation of integration ( 6pts )

Pollution occurs when ecosystems cannot get rid of substances introduced into 

the environment. It affects nature, plants, humans and even animals.

- Write a short paragraph about how to stop pollution and littering and how to 

protect your environment.

- Use these cues: put your litters in the bin – be aware – follow the (3 RS) –
Use reusable bags………etc

- Use must/ mustn’t/ the imperative/ therefore and because.
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